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Purpose
A project version shows the state of the project at a certain point in time or at a certain status.
Project versions:
·

Are the basis for statistical evaluations, for example, in earned value analysis

·

Can be used in Milestone Trend Analysis [Ext.]

·

Document (as a history) the state of the project in the past

·

Can be used for comparison purposes

You can create as many project versions in networks, work breakdown structures, and in the
information system as you like.

There is a difference between project and plan versions:
·

Project versions are a “snapshot” of a project at a certain point in time.

·

Plan versions are created in accounting and store the various costs plans for a
project, such as best and worst case scenarios.

See also:
Different Versions in the Project System [Ext.]
When Are Project Versions Created? [Page 6]
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When Are Project Versions Created?
Project versions are:
·

Time-dependent

·

Status-dependent

Time-Dependent
At a particular point in time, you create a project version manually. You can do this in the WBS,
network, or information system.
Status-Dependent
The system automatically creates a project version when there is a system and/or user status
change in the selected objects. You define the user/system statuses which trigger creation of
project versions in Project System customizing.
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Profile for Project Versions
In the version profile, you specify the objects to be included in a project version, (for example,
WBS elements, activities, production resources/tools, or costs) and when the project version
should be created. In the version profile, you can enter as many user and/or system statuses as
you want for creating a project version.
For status-dependent project versions, you specify the key [Page 9] to be used every time this
status triggers a project version.

The key for status-dependent project versions will be the same for all versions of
projects with the same status, regardless of the project name.
You maintain the project version profile in Customizing for the Project System.
See:
Example: status-dependent project version [Ext.]
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Manually Creating Project Versions in Networks or the WBS
When you create a time-dependent project version in a work breakdown structure (WBS) or a
network, the system automatically selects all of the objects and their current data. Only when you
create a project version in the information system can you limit the objects to be included.

Procedure
The procedure for creating project versions is the same in both network and work breakdown
structure maintenance.
1. From the Operative Structures menu, call up a network or work breakdown structure.
2. Choose Edit ® Project version.
The version overview is displayed.
3. Choose Create version.
A dialog box appears.
4. In the dialog box, enter a version key [Page 9] for the version and a description.
Choose Free number to have the system default the next free version number [Ext.].
5. Choose Save.
You return to the version overview.
You can display the objects in the version by selecting the menu options Goto ® Version
objects.
6. Save the network/WBS.
The system does not create the project version until you do this.

When you create a project version for a network which is assigned to a WBS, the
system will only include the network objects and their related data in the project
version.
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Project Version Keys
The name of a project version or its “key” depends upon how the project version is created:
Status-dependent project version
You define the key for each status in Customizing. This means that the key is identical for all
project versions triggered by the same status. You cannot change this key.
Time-dependent project version
The key you assign to each project version must be unique. You cannot change this key.
However, by assigning the same key to a project version of a related project object, you can
expand an existing and related project version.

You create a project version of a WBS element and give it the key V1. If you create a
project version for a network which is assigned to this WBS element and give it the
same key, V1, the system will add the network project version to the existing WBS
element version V1.
Version Groups
When you create a project version in the information system, you must assign it to a version
group. You can combine the various project versions by assigning them to the same version
group. You may want to organize them according to project, or user, for example.
The version group is helpful when you use F4 to locate project versions because you can limit
the selection to those versions that are assigned to the version group you entered.
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Project Versions in the Information System
In the information system, you can:

·

Create, display and analyze project versions

·

Select the objects to be included in a project version

·

Compare versions with each other

In the standard Project System, only the data necessary for the selected objects is read when
you call up an evaluation. This means that, when you want to create a project version, you must
first tell the system to read in all of the data for each object to be included in the project version.
For more information, refer to Limited data/Creating a project version in the evaluation in
Creating Project Versions in the Information System [Page 11] .
See also:
Displaying project versions [Page 13]
Comparing project versions [Page 14]
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Creating Project Versions in the Information System
When you create project versions in the information system, you can choose whether you want
all of the current data or a subset of data.

Procedure
Create Project Version with Current Data
To create a time-dependent project version with all of the current data for all objects in the
information system, proceed as follows:
1. From the Information System menu, choose Structure/Dates ® Structure overview
Or from the Project Execution menu, choose Period-end closing ® Project versions.
2. Enter the PS info profile, as necessary.
The PS info profile determines which fields are displayed in the structure overview, for
example, the project object, actual dates, actual costs, or work.
3. In the initial screen, enter the project, WBS element, network, or sales document.
4. Choose Evaluation ® Save project version.
A dialog box appears.
The MTA-relevant indicator in this window stipulates that the data from this version can
be used in milestone trend analysis [Ext.].
5. Enter a version key [Page 9].
Choose Free number to have the system default the next free version number [Ext.].
6. Enter a version group [Page 9].
7. Choose Continue.
The version is saved.
Limited Data/Creating a Project Version in the Evaluation
1. From the Information System menu, choose Structure/Dates ® Structure overview
Or from the Project Execution menu, choose Period-end closing ® Project versions.
2. Enter the PS info profile, as necessary.
The PS info profile determines which fields are displayed in the structure overview, for
example, the project object, actual dates, actual costs, or work.
3. In the initial screen, enter the project, WBS element, network, or sales document.
4. Choose Evaluation ® Execute (all fields).
The evaluation is displayed.
5. Select the objects that should be included in the version.

Only those objects which you have selected and displayed will be saved along with
their data in a project version.
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6. Choose Evaluation ® Save project version.
A dialog box appears.
The MTA-relevant indicator in this window stipulates that the data from this version can
be used in milestone trend analysis [Ext.].
7. Enter a version key [Page 9].
Choose Free number to have the system default the next free version number [Ext.].
8. Enter a version group [Page 9].
9. Choose Continue.
The version is saved.

If you access an evaluation by choosing Execute, you can still create a project
version. First, you must choose Edit ® Scope of current data ® All fields. In a dialog
box the system asks you if the data should refreshed. Answer Yes and the system
reads in all the data necessary for a project version.
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Displaying Project Versions
1. From the Information System menu, select the menu options Structure/dates ® Structure
overview.
2. Specify the PS info profile.
The PS info profile determines which fields are displayed in the structure overview, for
example, project object, actual dates, actual costs, work.

Make sure that the indicator Version data has been selected for the DB (database)
profile.
3. Enter the project and/or network.
4. Set the Current data indicator, if you want to compare current data with the project
versions.
5. Choose one or more project versions.
6. Choose Execute.
The structure overview is displayed.
7. The different project versions are displayed in different colors.
You can display more fields in the overview by selecting the menu options View ® Select
fields.
8. You can call up additional project versions by selecting the menu options List ® Get proj.
version.

Project versions are not created in real time. This means, that under certain
circumstances, there is a time lag between the time when you saved the object and
the time when the project version is available.
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Comparing Project Versions
You can compare as many project versions with each other as you want. The different project
versions are displayed in color. The colors follow a five-version cycle.
You can compare the versions by column or by row, for example, to evaluate cost developments
and tendencies.
1. From the Information system menu, select the menu options Structure/dates ® Structure
overview.
2. Specify the PS info profile.
The PS info profile determines which fields are displayed in the structure overview, for
example, project object, actual dates, actual costs, work.

Make sure that the indicator version data has been selected for the DB (database)
profile.
3. Enter the project and/or network.
4. Set the Current data indicator if you want to compare the current data with the project
versions.
5. Choose a project version by pressing F4 in project version field. You can select additional
project versions by activating the icon Multiple selection.
6. Choose Execute.
The structure overview is displayed.
Project versions are displayed in different colors.
Choosing a Leading Project Version for Comparisons
Each version is displayed in a different color. If you compare many project versions, the colors
are repeated after every fifth version.
The colors used for each project version are displayed in a legend in the upper portion of the
screen on the structure overview. To specify which project version is the starting point for the
comparison, double click the version in the legend (see figure).
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You can also choose or cancel the leading project version by selecting the menu options View ®
Vers. comparison (rows) ® Leading version.
Comparing Columns
1. Use Select fields to choose the field(s) that you want to compare.
2. Choose the columns you want to compare.
3. Choose Edit ® Comparisons (columns) ® Proj. versions.
A dialog box with the different project versions is displayed.
4. Select a project version and choose Continue.
A list with the results of the comparison, that is, the differences, is displayed.
5. Return to the structure overview.
Comparing Lines
1. Use Select fields to choose the field(s) that you want to compare.
2. Choose the lines you want to compare.
3. Select the menu options Edit ® Comparisons (columns) ® Several fields...
A dialog box where you can select different fields is displayed.
4. Select the relevant fields, then choose Continue.
A list with the results of the comparison, that is, the differences, is displayed.
5. Return to the structure overview.
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